While flammable materials are operated in process industries, the electric equipments should be explosion-proof to reduce the possibility of a fire or an explosion. Auto-ignition temperature (AIT) of a flammable material is the primary characteristic in determining the specifications of these explosion-proof equipments. However, due to limitations on experiments, the AIT of a compound reported in different data compilations is very diverse, and the difference between different compilations was found to be higher than 300 K in many cases. Thus, an effective method to predict the AIT of flammable materials is indispensible in this regard. In this study, a model to predict the AIT of organic compounds is built by using the quantitative structure property relationship (QSPR) approach. This model is built from a set of 820 organic compounds, which are collected from the DIPPR database supported by American Institute of Chemical Engineer. This model is of four molecular descriptors: mean electrotopological state, the aromatic ratio, rotatable bond fraction, and atom-centered fragments. It is found that the R value of the proposed model is 0.900, the average error in percentage is of 6.0%, and the average absolute error is about 36.0 K. While comparing with other works in the literature, this model is built from the largest data set and gives satisfactory performance. As compared with the known experimental errors in measuring the AIT, the proposed model also offers a reasonable estimate of the AIT. Thus, the proposed model can estimate the AIT of a compound for which its AIT is as yet not readily available within a reasonable accuracy.
Introduction
As the technology progresses, more and more flammable materials are operated in process industries. Thus, explosionproof electric equipments are required in these industries to safely handle flammable materials. The allowable maximum surface temperature of these electric equipments is one of the important characteristics to classify the such equipments and the required specification on these equipments depends on the auto-ignition temperature (AIT) of the flammable materials being operated. For example, article 500.8 of NFPA 70 (also known as the National Electric Code) provides that "Class I equipment shall not have any exposed surface that operates at a temperature in excess of the ignition temperature of the specific gas or vapors." [1] AIT is defined as the lowest temperature at which the substance will produce hot-flame ignition in air at atmospheric pressure without the aid of an external ignition source such as spark or flame [2] . Obviously, the ability of a substance to spontaneously ignite is important to people who handle, transport, and store these flammable materials. However, although the AIT data are indispensable to safely handle and operate flammable materials, the AIT data reported in different data compilations are very much diverse. The difference between different data compilations might be up to more than 300 K for many flammable liquids. Such diversity is attributed to many experimental factors and has been discussed in the literature [3] . Besides this diversity, determining the AIT of a chemical by experimental approach is very laborious and is not always feasible [4] . In this regard, the ability to estimate the AIT of flammable materials by mathematical model will be a cost-efficient and critical aid to this discipline.
One of the important approaches to predict the AIT of a flammable material is the quantitative structure property relationship (QSPR) approach [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this category, many molecule-based parameters, which are often called as "molecular descriptors", are directly calculated from the molecular structure of a compound, and then the relationship between the target property and these molecular descriptors are developed. As this approach does not require any existing properties of a compound, the developed model could be can easily apply to the case of predicting the FP of a novel substance. Thus, this approach has been adopted in many research to predict the AIT of flammable materials. Suzuki et al. had proposed a five-descriptor multiple linear regression (MLR) model for predicting the AIT of hydrocarbons. This model was built from a data set of fifty hydrocarbons, and the R value was reported to be 0.941 [5] . Suzuki extended aforementioned model to be a 6-descriptor model by examining 21 descriptors and the data set used to build the model also expanded to 250 hydrocarbons. The R value of the new model was reported to be 0.952 [6] . Egolf and Jurs had pointed the fitting performance is very limited if all hydrocarbons are considered to be a group, so they divided hydrocarbons into four categories: (1) low-temperature hydrocarbons; (2) high-temperature hydrocarbons; (3) alcohols; and (4) esters. These four models are a 8-descriptor model builds from 58 compounds, a 5-descriptor model builds from 46 compounds, a 4-descriptor model builds from 28 compounds and a 4-descriptor model builds from 25 compounds. Their R values are reported to be 0.975, 0.939, 0.970 and 0.963, respectively [7] . Mitchell and Jurs had divided the organic compounds into more categories to enhance the predictive performance of their model. They proposed AIT models for low-temperature hydrocarbons, hightemperature hydrocarbons, nitrogen compound, oxygen/sulfur compounds and alcohol/ester compounds, and artificial neural network models instead of the multiple linear regression models are adopted in this work [8] . Kim et al. built a 9-descriptor model from a data set of 157 organic compounds, and the R value was found to be of 0.959 [9] . Pan et al. [11] . Bagheri et al. had proposed a 3-descriptor model to predict AIT, but their model is applicable to the organic sulfur only [12] . Although many models for predicting the AIT of flammable materials are proposed in the literature, most of them are built from a data set of lower than 300 compounds, and this will make the model built up by regression approach to be not robust. Thus, a model which is built from a larger data set is still required in this regard.
Methodology
In present work, the AIT of 820 organic compounds are collected from DIPPR database supported by American Institute of Chemical Engineer (AIChE) [13] . The collected compounds show wide variability in both their AIT and molecular weight. Their AIT ranges from 444 K to 874 K and their molecular weight ranges from 27.0 to 681.6. Figs.1 and 2 show the distribution of the AIT and molecular weight for the explored compounds, respectively. It could be found from Fig.2 that most of the explored compounds are of the molecular weight below 300.
In this work, molecular structure of the explored compounds are drawn into Hyperchem software and pre-optimized using MM+ and then AM1 molecular mechanics force field [14] . Since the values of some types of molecular descriptors depend on bonds lengths and bonds angles, the optimized chemical structures are necessary to avoid errors in calculating these descriptors. In next step the Dragon software are used to calculate the all the molecular descriptors for all explored compounds according to their optimized chemical structures [15] . Dragon software can calculate up to 3224 descriptors for every molecule. However, some of these molecular descriptors will give the same numerical values for all compounds in our data set. After dropping these molecular descriptors, there are 1707 molecular descriptors.
The remaining 1707 molecular descriptors are then considered as the candidates of the regressor variables in a multiple linear regression (MLR) model. As we know, when the MLR model, which is depicted in equation (1), is built up from a large number of regressors (i.e., molecular descriptors in this study), there might be interactions between these regressors, and we should properly assess the correlations between the regressors. Otherwise, it is possible to include redundant regressors that confuse the identification of significant effects for a model. Thus, a key problem in developing a QSPR model is to find a model can predict the desired property with the least number of molecular descriptors as well as with the highest accuracy.
The MLR model: Selecting a subset of regressors to create a model with smaller number of regressors is the problem of feature selection. Selection criteria usually involve the minimization of a specific measure of the predictive error for models which are fit to different subsets of the regressors. Algorithms are then applied to search for a specific subset of regressors that optimally model measured responses, subject to constraints such as required or excluded features and the size of the subset. In the literature many algorithms have been proposed to accomplish this work. Stepwise regression, which is adopted in this work, is a systematic method for adding and removing regressors from a MLR model based on their statistical significance in a regression. The stepwise regression method begins with an initial model and then compares the explanatory power of incrementally larger and smaller models. At each step, the p-value of an F-statistic is computed to test models with and without a potential regressor. If a regressor is not currently in the model, the null hypothesis is that the regressor would have a zero coefficient if it is added to the model. If there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis, the regressor is added to the model. Conversely, if a regressor is currently in the model, the null hypothesis is that the regressor has a zero coefficient. If there is insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis, the regressor is removed from the model. However, depending on the regressors included in the initial model and the order in which regressors are moved in and out, the method may build up different models from the same set of potential regressors. In this sense, models obtained by the stepwise regression method are locally optimal, but may not be globally optimal. To overcome this drawback, the random search technique is introduced to automatically set up the initial model in the algorithm in present work, and the details could be found in our previous work [16] .
Results and discussions
A 4-descriptor MLR model for predicting the AIT of the flammable organic compounds is proposed in present work, the suggested model is shown in equation (2) (2) The meaning of these molecular descriptors are summarized in Table 1 and briefly discussed in the following. MS, which means electrotopological state, is calculated by dividing the sum of electrotoplogical state of the ith atom in the molecule by the number of nonhydrogen atoms in the molecule. The aromatic ratio (ARR) is the ratio of the number of aromatic bonds over the total number of non-H bonds. The rotatable bonds fraction (RBF) is the number of rotatable bonds divided by the number of the bonds in a molecule. C-040 means the number of the description in a molecule. The description includes R-C(=X)-X / R-C#X / X=C=X, in which R represents any group linked through carbon, X represents any electronegative atom (O, N, S, P, Se, halogens), -represents a single bond, = represents a double bond, and # represents a triple bond. The details of these molecular descriptors could be found in the book written by Todeschini and Consonni [17] . Atom-centred fragments C-040 R-C(=X)-X / R-C#X / X=C=X Table 2 shows the statistical details for this model, and it could be found form this table that the chosen molecular descriptors are highly significant for the proposed model, and the R value and the average error of this model are 0.900 and 36.0 K, respectively. The predicted values and experimental values are compared in Fig.3 , and the distribution of the predicted error is shown in Fig.4 . As it could be seen most predicted errors are below 10% which is comparable with the experimental accuracy. Moreover, no obvious outlier are found in this study. Table 3 compares the performance of the proposed model with those of the other research. It could be found that the proposed model includes most amount of the AIT data in the model building step, and it gives satisfactory performance for practical applications with the least molecular descriptors. As it can be seen in this table that the amount of the AIT data in most research is less than 300, except for the work by Pan et al. [11] . Their SVM model, in fact, is a nonlinear model and it is of many parameters which are opaque to the users, so it is not compared with the present work. As for their 9-descriptor MLR model, the R-value is 0.932 and the average absolute error is about 30.1 K. These two performance indices seem to a little better than those of the proposed one, 0.900 and 36.0 K, but it should be noted that the proposed model is of 4-descriptor and is built from a data set of 820 organic compounds rather than of 9-descriptor and from a data set of 356 compounds for their model. Thus, the proposed method gives a method to predict the AIT of organic compounds with satisfactory performance for most widely applications. 
Conclusions
In this work, a 4-descriptor QSPR model for predicting AIT of flammable materials are proposed. The proposed model gives the performance of R = 0.900 and average absolute error = 36.0K. As compared with other existing works, this model is built from the largest data set, with the least descriptors, and give performance with acceptable accuracy while comparing with the experimental accuracy. As the QSPR approach just requires the information of the molecular structure itself to predict the desired properties, this model provides a way to predict the AIT of a developing compounds within reasonable accuracy for assessing their flammability characteristics.
